
 

 

GLOBEWEST INDOOR COLLECTIONS 2023 
 

Coinciding with the launch of its’ 2023 Design Directions Forecast, Australian 
designer furniture brand GlobeWest introduces 22 new collections and over 
750 new products.  
 
Of these new collections, 10 Indoor ranges have been introduced to their 
diverse offering.  
 
“The desire for creating comfort and connection in the home isn’t going 
anywhere, but we’re seeing this extra layer of boldness & personality come 
through. Playing with angles, embracing handcrafted silhouettes and 
oversized cushioning emboldens spaces yet still welcomes rest & renewal.” 
Explains GlobeWest Head of Creative, Keti Lytras.   
 
“Tactile surfaces, architectural influences and organic forms add a sense of 
presence to interiors.” Continues Keti.  
 
Sophisticated profiles and voluminous seating imbue a sense of calm. Striking 
fluted forms and channel tufting combine with handcrafted textured metals 
for a curation of unique silhouettes. 
 
Tactility is prominent in viola marble and geometric finishes. Solid timbers in 
soothing natural oak & dark woods embodies warmth. Textured weaves of 
boucle are elevated by eye-catching tones of starry night, pink speckle & 
dusty blue.  
 
Neutrals are elevated in saltbush, pearl, and pecan, whilst warm tones of 
cognac, dijon and desert speckle emerge to embolden interiors. Moody 
tones are softened in dark shades of moss, mule & chocolate.  
 

New Indoor Collections 
 

Tactile in presence and form, the Bodie collection features a contemporary 
rattan construction across Coffee & Side Tables. The combined oak & rattan 
rounded silhouette adds a natural flair to the design.    
 
Elegant in its simplicity, Chloe emerges in a display of soft edges and layered 
materials across a Buffet, Entertainment Unit, Console & Bedside Table. Ash 
veneer with woven panelled drawers are elevated by soft gold handles, 
adding to its classic charm.    
 



 

 

Through architectural influences and elevated minimalism, Oliver is raised on 
dowel legs in a Buffet, Bedside and Entertainment Unit. Fluted linear doors 
and shadowline handles are enhanced by the bold display of colour in 
twilight blue or neutral tones of natural ash & putty.      
 
New casegoods collection Orion inspires a Mid-Century Modernist appeal in 
a Coffee Table, Side Table, Buffet & Console.  Rich tones of teak in the Coffee 
Table, Console & Side Table complement its natural warmth, while the twisted 
etched detail on pillar legs adds to the retro allure.   
 
There’s a touch of the luxurious with new deco Parisian-inspired collection, 
Celeste. Consoles, Coffee Tables & Side Tables showcase handcrafted 
textured black metal in the form of wavey hairpin legs. Elegant features 
continue with an inset marble top in white or galaxy marble. 
 
With a nod to the traditional, Ophelia’s classic form is enhanced by a 
handcrafted artisanal metal frame and tapered cross legs. Featuring a Side 
Table & Coffee Table, this collection is complete with an inset marble top or 
black mangowood finish. 
 
Inspired by its namesake, the Kin collection embodies togetherness in round 
and oval Dining tables. Bold yet slender sculptural legs meet a smooth, 
gradual curve under the tabletop. A reverse diamond veneer pattern is 
featured on the round Dining Table.  
 
Effortless & elevated, Heidi’s smooth and sophisticated profile is displayed 
across a Buffet, TV Unit, Bedside, Desk and Drawer Unit. With soft edges and a 
subtle shadow line top, the concave curves of the shelf and legs are a clear 
display of refined simplicity.     
 
Solid timber in soothing natural oak tones sets the foundation for the Piper 
collection. This versatile Dining Table range offers four unique silhouettes, from 
bold statement bases to chamfered edge detailing and organic forms across 
8-seater tables.     
 
Beckon moments of relaxation with Almos. This new range of versatile 
Bedheads can fit into a multitude of different interiors. Soft curved silhouettes, 
folded cushion detail, channel tufting and solid wood detail offer timeless 
and tailored appeal.  
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Trend Forecast: Ask ID Collective for your digital version of our 2023 Design 

Directions.   
Imagery:  Deep etched product imagery available now  

Select in-situ imagery available now (refer following)  
Download at Flaunter.  

 
Video: View GlobeWest Collections 2023 Brand Video here. 
Interviews:   Available upon request with Head of Creative, Keti Lytras 
 
Enquiries:   iD Collective | (03) 8554 4888 

Darinka Hrkalovic, darinkah@idcollective.com.au  
 
Stockists:  Available via boutique furniture retailers and design professionals 

nationally. 
Showrooms:   Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide & Perth 

 
Website:  Browse the latest collections at: globewest.com.au from Tuesday 

9th August 2022 
 
Instagram:   @globewest 
 
 

https://app.flaunter.com/brand/globewest-e579f86a8b10/share/16c3cf223f05875748453b3bc4cccd5c9cd22c4b
https://www.globewest.com.au/collections-2023-video
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http://www.globewest.com.au/
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